
Does	0.999…	equal	One?	
Ross	Farrelly	in	Australia	recently	sent	this	article	for	comment:	

There is an argument doing the rounds in Vedic mathematical circles regarding fractions and decimals which goes 
something like this: 

It	is	well	know	that	if	
	
then	a	+	a	+	a	=	1	

But,	if	we	convert	the	fraction	a	into	a	decimal	we	get	a	+	a	+	a	=	0.333…	+	0.333…	+	0.333…=	0.999…	which	does	not	
equal	1.	

This demonstration is said by some to have philosophical implications, namely, that division leads to an unending 
repetition of 9, the number of earth. It is clear to anyone with first year university calculus that this so called 
demonstration is based on a fallacy.  If we accept the equation a = 0.333… we must also admit that 0.999… = 1. 

It	is	very	easy	to	prove	that	0.999…	=		 ∑
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109 	=	1	using	the	epsilon-delta	method.		

The	basic	line	of	argument	is	that	if	two	numbers,	x	and	y	say,	are	different	then		

|x-y| >0, ie |x-y| =epsilon > 0 say . 

But, no matter how small an epsilon one chooses, there is a delta such that  
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The	only	way	this	can	be	the	case	is	if	 ∑
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109 	=	0.999…	=	1.	

If	Vedic	mathematics	is	to	be	credible	in	the	eyes	of	western	mathematicians,	as	I	believe	it	should,	it	must	be	rigorous	in	its	
methods	and	not	use	pseudo-mathematics	to	make	its	philosophical	points.	

Here	is	the	response	from	Jeremy	Pickles:	

	In	last	year’s	Vedic	Maths	course	at	Imperial	College	we	came	across	Ross’s	paradox	in	connection	with	the	sutra	By	one	more	
than	the	one	before.	The	first	calculation	in	Chapter	1	of	Vedic	Mathematics	demonstrates	the	calculation,	digit	by	digit,	of	the	
recurring	decimals	 for	 the	 fraction	1/19.	The	same	sutra	provides	 the	decimals	 for	2/19,	3/19	etc.	When	we	 followed	 the	
step-by-step	procedure	for	the	case	of	19/19,	we	found		

1	=	19/19	=	0.999…	

The class fell into two camps. One group, mainly mathematics professionals, insisted that since both ends of the 
equation are equal to 19/19 in the middle, the recurring decimal was necessarily equal to unity. The others maintained 
that such equality was a purely hypothetical ideal, not attainable by any actual steps of calculation.  

Of	 course,	 the	 professionals	 were	 right.	 An	 equation	 is	 not	 an	 equation	 unless	 the	 two	 sides	 are	 equal.	 But	 it	 has	 to	 be	
conceded	that	the	two	sides	do	look	different,	and	our	equation	would	not	be	much	of	an	equation	if	they	didn’t.	To	say	that	1	
=	1	would	be	more	like	meditation	than	mathematics.	For	mathematics,	we	have	to	address	the	differences	in	form,	even	if	
they	are	only	appearances.	We	should	understand	how	1	becomes	0.999…,	and	how	0.999…	transforms	back	into	1.	

What	does	Vedic	Mathematics	offer?	The	sutra	By	one	more	than	the	one	before	takes	us	from	unity	on	the	left	hand	side	to	the	
recurring	decimal	on	the	right.	Each	new	step	of	the	calculation	for	19/19	adds	another	9	to	the	decimal.	But	this	is	no	help	in	
the	reverse	direction,	going	back	to	unity,	where	each	new	9	makes	it	all	the	more	obvious	that,	as	our	doubters	argued,	“you	
never	get	there”.	We	will	indeed	never	get	there	in	any	finite	calculation.	Something	new	is	needed.	
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What	transcends	the	stepwise	division	is	the	sutra	All	from	nine	and	the	last	from	ten.	The	modus	operandi	here	is	to	look	first	
to	 the	unity.	Applying	 the	 sutra	 to	numbers	 like	998,	 9876,	 or	0.9876	generates	 the	 complements	002	or	0124	or	0.0124	
which	make	up	the	wholeness	of	the	base	or	the	unit.	Here,	if		

x	=	0.999…	

we	may	calculate	the	complement		

1	–	x	=	0.000...	=	0	

and	so	complete	the	return	journey	

	0.999…	=	x	=	1.	

What	of	the	philosophical	side?	One	of	the	functions	of	mathematics	is	to	stimulate	debate,	leading	to	philosophical	enquiry.	
Sri	 Bharati	 Krishna	 Tirthaji,	 the	 author	 of	 Vedic	 Mathematics,	 had	 no	 qualms	 in	 using	 academic	 material	 to	 make	 a	
metaphysical	 point.	 In	 a	 lecture	Vedic	Metaphysics	and	Advaita	 he	 uses	 the	 chemical	 equation	 for	 the	 reaction	 of	 zinc	 and	
sulphuric	acid,	

Zn	+	H2SO4	=	ZnSO4	+	H2O	

to illustrate how it is only the forms that change, not the ultimate substance. Then he says “These ideas (such as the 
indestructibility of matter) which we think of as the regulations in physics and chemistry and so on, these are the very 
things taught in the Gita, ‘That which is not, cannot come into existence. That which is, cannot go out of existence.’” 

Looking	 at	 the	mathematics	 in	 the	 same	way,	 the	 recurring	 decimal	 0.999…	 is	 not	 a	 bad	metaphor	 for	 the	 never-ending	
multiplicity	of	created	forms	which	arise	from	the	divison,	or	seeming	division,	of	unity.	According	to	the	Sanskrit,	this	unity	
or	original	substratum,	‘the	one	before’,	is	purva,	indicating	that	which	is	prior	to	any	form	or	manifestation.	The	forms	arise	
within	 the	 substratum,	 but	 have	 no	 real	 separate	 identity,	 just	 as	 waves	 are	 not	 different,	 ultimately,	 from	 the	 ocean.	
Mathematically,	there	is	in	reality	no	difference	between	0.999….	and	1.	

The illusion of difference, if accepted, conceals the unity and the world seems as separate and ‘other’. The mathematics 
makes it clear that the illusion is never dissolved by further application of the process which initiated the original division, 
but only by direct reference to the unlimited and undivided whole. 

No injustice need be done to mathematics, for the sake of a philosophical message. We hope instead that the 
consideration of philosophical questions may refresh and contribute to the mathematics. It would perhaps not be 
altogether unfair to say that the epsilon, delta procedure for evaluating our decimal 0.999…deals with questions of the 
infinite or unlimited only by agreeing not to talk about them. Who knows, perhaps there may be another way? 
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